C E L I N E
Z A R B
DIGITAL MULTIMEDIA
ARTIST

ABOUT ME

My driving force is curiosity; wanting to
learn anything and everything I can. I
have a good base in multiple design
fields, leaning towards moving picture as
it's my favourite way of connecting with
an audience. I have a solid
understanding of the Adobe Suite,
especially so in Photoshop, Illustrator,
and After Effects. I prioritise a high
quality of work, and value creating
strong connections with clients.

SKILLS

Video/Image Editing
Motion Graphics
Animation
Graphic Design
Video/Photography
Illustration

EDUCATION

University of Malta
2017 - 2020 | BFA (Hons) in Digital Arts
University of Malta
2016-2017 | Diploma in Design Foundation Studies

FIELD EXPERIENCE

2021-ARCADEM | JUNIOR GAME ARTIST
Creating visually stimulating material for marketing and
PR purposes.
Using game assets to create posts, posters, GIFS and
motion graphics for digital platforms.
Trained in creating art and assets for Games in the
iGaming sector
2020- FLINT INNOVATIONS LTD. | MULTIMEDIA ARTIST
Tasked to create all sorts of media: video,
2D/3D animation, motion graphics
Illustrations for online and print publishing.
Edit and create graphics and mock-ups for clients, and
social media posts
Organization of files, written content creation, handling
communications

CONTACT

(+356) 79451584
celine.xuxa@gmail.com

2019-ALTARO SOFTWARE | MARKETING ASSISTANT
Regular updating and organization of records
Assisting in event management
Communicating with various teams and contacts

Find my portfolio at:
www.celinexuxa.com

2019-FREELANCE WORK
ILLUSTRATION/MOTION GRAPHICS
Worked closely with JEF Malta to produce
educational + promotional content
PERSONALITY

Created various vector portrait
Illustrations for Visualizeeme

Communicative
Altruistic
Takes Initiative
Team-oriented
Determined
Up For a Challenge
Always Willing to Learn
Adaptable

Illustration/video editing for other clients

OTHER EXPERIENCE

2017-2019 COSTA COFFEE | BARISTA
Making and serving Costa standard
coffee to every customer
Providing excellent customer service
Dealing professionally with complaints and
inappropriate customers
Efficiently running shifts while maintaining
a nice, friendly, and helpful demeanor

LANGUAGE

2016-2017 THE VEDUTA, RABAT | WAITRESS
PROFICIENCY

English
Maltese
Italian
French

Swiftly serving food and beverages
Ensuring constant client satisfaction
Having stellar communication skills
2016 THE XARA LODGE, RABAT | WAITRESS/BARISTA
Quick and efficient service with a smile
Bar setup & management
Fine dining service

2014-2016 DUN BOSCO SALESIANS
VOLUNTEER ANIMATOR/LEADER
A volunteering experience that spanned
over 3 years
Being part of the core team: Planning and executing
weekly activities for kids
Attained skills: leadership, responsibility, garnering
trust and respect, public speaking, identifying and
meeting different needs

